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1 Introduction

The recent financial crisis has put bank capital regulation at the forefront of political and

academic debates. A main concern motivating capital regulation is banks’ incentive to

take excessive leverage and risk when the government is expected to intervene in times

of financial turmoil and support banks in distress. As a result, many academics and

politicians call for substantial increases in equity capital requirements.1 Opponents of

such changes, however, highlight potential negative ramifications, in particular, reductions

in bank lending that could reduce economic growth if borrowers lack good alternatives to

bank finance.

In this paper we argue that these alternative sources of finance can have important

implications for the effectiveness of bank capital requirements, above and beyond the

notion that, as potential substitutes, they can mitigate the negative fallout effects of

reductions in bank lending. Using a tractable general equilibrium model we study how

specifically public capital markets, an important alternative source of finance in the US

economy,2 influence the effectiveness of system-wide changes in bank capital requirements.

In contrast to the standard partial equilibrium intuition that higher capital require-

ments lower banks’ risk-taking due to greater skin-in-the-game, our model reveals that the

opposite may be true — over some ranges, increases in capital requirements can cause more

banks to engage in value-destroying risk-shifting, implying a non-monotonic relationship

between capital requirements and risk-taking by the average bank. Our model further

predicts that increases in competition from public capital markets can render existing

capital regulations ineffective. Overall, our results highlight the need for macroprudential

approaches to regulation that explicitly account for general equilibrium effects and ad-

just capital requirements in response to changes in the competitive landscape of financial

markets.

Our model starts with the premise that governments face a time-inconsistency problem

— they are unable to refrain from supporting distressed banks when support is ex post

welfare-enhancing.3 Such ex-post bailouts imply that the Modigliani-Miller theorem is vi-

olated and banks may have incentives to takes excessive leverage and risk. To mitigate this

1 See, e.g., Admati, DeMarzo, Hellwig, and Pfleiderer (2011).
2 See, e.g., Becker and Ivashina (2014) for empirical evidence on firms’ substitution between bank and

public debt in response to changes in the supply of bank credit.
3 Government support can take various forms, such as asset purchase programs, monetary policy changes,

or outright bail-outs of banks’ debt holders.
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inefficient behavior, the government imposes minimum equity capital ratio requirements.

Banks, however, do not operate in isolation when responding to regulation, but instead

compete with each other and public market investors that can also supply capital. On the

demand side are borrowers of various types that have projects that differ in their riskiness

and the social surplus they generate. Throughout we refer to good (bad) borrowers as

firms with projects that create (destroy) social surplus. In our general equilibrium setting

both loan terms and quantities adjust endogenously.

In this production economy, banks have an incentive to intentionally fund risky, and

potentially bad, borrowers by choosing high leverage to transfer downside risks to the

government. The bonds of risky issuers exhibit rational overpricing as implicitly insured

banks become the marginal investors of these assets and bid prices up, potentially to the

point where the cross-section of equilibrium yields is completely uninformative about un-

derlying default risk. Higher capital requirements are effective in lowering the profitability

of these risk-taking strategies but can also reduce banks’ funding capacity — banks’ bal-

ance sheets contract in response to higher equity ratio requirements whenever the cost of

raising outside equity exceeds the banks’ marginal return on equity in equilibrium.

Shareholder value maximization further dictates that banks, when contracting their

balance sheets, shed their lowest-profitability borrowers first. Banks’ profits from various

borrower types are, however, generally not aligned with the social surplus these borrowers

generate. In particular, competition implies that bank profits reflect both banks’ real

efficiency advantages vis-à-vis public markets and artificial advantages due to government

bailouts — “cheap” deposit finance is available to banks even when they take large risks.

As a result, when the banking sector, represented by a continuum of banks, faces higher

capital requirements and reduced funding capacity, it responds by dropping good borrowers

if, at the margin, these borrowers are less privately profitable than bad ones. Banks that

previously funded good borrowers then switch to bad, high-risk borrowers, stepping in

for other banks that already funded bad borrowers but now have more limited funding

capacity. System-wide increases in capital requirements can thus increase risk-taking and

distress risk at the individual bank-level and for the average bank, a prediction that would

not emerge in partial equilibrium.

Paradoxically, increased efficiency of public markets can be the initial trigger of this

deliberate selection of bad borrowers by banks. As informed public market investors, who

bear the full downside of lending to risky borrowers, can only compete with banks for

borrowers that generate weakly positive surplus, they affect banks’ portfolio choice in an
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asymmetric – and socially adverse – way. Their financing offers only limit banks’ profits

from lending to good borrowers, thus increasing the relative profitability of bad borrowers.

More efficient public markets thus increase banks’ incentives to focus on risky, surplus-

destroying borrowers whenever funding capacity constraints are binding. No matter what

caused constraints to bind in the first place — regulatory changes, macroeconomic shocks

that reduced the banking sector’s total equity, or changes in borrower characteristics —

the same logic applies.

Despite the fact that existing capital requirements may become ineffective after in-

creases in competition from public markets, they are, by no means, a lost cause. Our

model predicts that for capital ratio requirements above an endogenous threshold, the

skin-in-the-game effect is always strong enough to ensure that funding surplus-destroying

borrowers is privately suboptimal for banks. This threshold level generally depends on the

relative funding efficiency of public markets and banks. Increasing regulatory capital re-

quirements to this threshold may, however, also constrain banks’ lending capacity so much

that not all good borrowers in the economy are funded by banks, leading to underinvest-

ment or less efficient funding through public capital markets. Nonetheless, these results

imply that substantial capital requirements may be warranted to achieve a reduction in

risk-taking by banks, in particular when fierce competition from public markets depresses

banks’ profits from funding socially valuable projects.

Equity issuances that lead to increases in banks’ equity levels are, however, not always

welfare enhancing either. Absent increases in equity ratio requirements, banks may have

incentives to lever up against additional equity to increase the magnitude of their activities

while leaving their leverage and riskiness unaffected. In this case, even more substantial

capital ratio requirements may be needed to curtail banks’ risk-taking. Related empirical

evidence suggests that commercial banks manage their balance sheets to maintain leverage

ratios: after a positive shock to their assets in booms and a corresponding increase in their

equity, commercial banks tend to raise additional debt to maintain target leverage ratios

(see Figure 3 in Adrian and Shin, 2010). As a result, in booms, banks may just use

the increases in equity to expand their balance sheets and the scale of their risk-taking

activities, which is consistent with the notion of aggregate expansions in risk-taking during

booms when banks’ equity values go up.

In light of the highlighted global non-monotonicities in bank risk-taking it is important

to note that our model does not unconditionally predict an increase in risk-taking by banks

in response to higher capital requirements, but instead highlights conditions under which
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some ranges of system-wide increases in capital requirements can be insufficient, or even

counterproductive. Specifically, increases in capital requirements create adverse effects

when the following two conditions are met: (1) at the initial level of capital requirements

banks could, at the margin, extract more rents from funding another bad borrower than

from funding another good borrower; (2) banks are quantity-constrained in the sense that

equity issuance costs exceed the profitability of the marginal borrower and equity capital

ratio constraints are binding. Given these two conditions are met, a marginal system-wide

increase in capital requirements will lead to a contraction in the banking sector’s balance

sheet and a focus on lending to bad borrowers at the expense of good borrowers.

Competition matters for the effectiveness of capital requirements as both the first and

the second condition are more likely to be met when banks face increased competition for

good borrowers from public capital markets. In the time series, our model therefore pre-

dicts that increasing competition from public markets for borrowers that were historically

bank-financed would increase banks’ incentives to focus on bad borrowers with high sys-

tematic risk when constrained. This prediction is reminiscent of a popular argument that,

over time, increased competition caused banks to “reach for yield” in an effort to stay prof-

itable (see, e.g., Becker and Ivashina, 2013). Further, this effect may imply that, relative

to past decades, significantly larger equity ratio requirements may be needed nowadays to

ensure that banks’ incentives are adequate and risk-shifting is prevented. The prediction

that increased competition from public capital markets can reduce the effectiveness of cap-

ital regulations and cause banks to shift toward risky, bad borrowers is also consistent with

events preceding Japan’s financial crises in the 1990s (see Hoshi and Kashyap, 1999, 2001).

Dramatic deregulation leading up to the “Japanese Big Bang” allowed large corporations

to quickly switch from banks to capital market financing. Japanese banks responded to

this new competition by shifting their investments toward small businesses and real estate.

Higher exposures to systematically risky, low quality borrowers then fueled the problems

of many Japanese banks.

When considering the empirical content of our model it is important to emphasize that

our model does not predict that if an individual bank’s capital requirements are increased

this bank will increase its risk-taking. In fact, our model predicts the opposite: the bank

will weakly lower its risk-taking in that case. Regulatory changes for a broad set of financial

institutions and corresponding general equilibrium effects are thus key for our predictions.

Our predictions for the banking sector should further not be viewed as applying lit-

erally only to registered commercial banks but rather more generally to levered financial
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institutions that potentially receive government support in times of financial turmoil. As

witnessed during the recent financial crisis, massive government support was provided not

only to traditional banks, but also to investment banks, insurance companies, and other

institutions in the shadow banking system, in particular money market mutual funds.4

Further, in practice, banks may move part of their assets and liabilities off the regulated

balance-sheet and into the less stringently regulated shadow banking system in an effort

to circumvent regulations. These shadow banking activities, however, typically involve

some form of recourse and thus still ultimately expose the original bank’s balance sheet to

potential losses, some of which the government might absorb during a financial crisis. On

the other hand, public market investors in our model refer to investors that are less likely

to be subject to government support, such as bond mutual fund investors.

Although our paper also addresses optimal regulatory regimes, it primarily focuses on

the positive implications of changes in capital requirements. That is, we trace out implica-

tions of all potential levels of capital requirements. This positive analysis acknowledges the

existence of relevant forces beyond our parsimonious framework, such as political economy

frictions, which might bias implemented regulations (for example, to the favor of bankers).

Moreover, our analysis considers an economy where regulators do not have access to

contractible variables that fully identify both the riskiness and the social surplus of projects

that banks fund. Although we agree that using informative conditioning variables (and

corresponding risk weights) can be helpful in practice, a lack of perfect measures implies

residual dispersion that can give rise to moral hazard, which is the problem we study. Em-

pirical evidence provided in the existing literature documents the imprecision and bias of

risk measures used by regulators: Banks and insurance companies systematically targeted

risky securities within a given risk class in the years leading up to the 2008/09 financial

crisis, behavior that is consistent with the asset choice moral hazard at the heart of our

4 For example, on September 19, 2008 the US Treasury announced a “Temporary Guarantee Program
for Money Market Funds,” which offered a US government guarantee on all existing investments in
participating money market funds.
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paper.5

Related literature. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to provide a

general equilibrium framework that allows an analysis of the effects of bank capital regu-

lations when banks and public market investors compete in financial markets. Although

several recent papers on bank capital regulation also feature general equilibrium settings,

these papers abstract from competition by non-bank investors and typically assume that

banks either have monopolistic access to certain borrowers or compete only amongst each

other (see, e.g., Begenau, 2013, Nguyen, 2014). As a result, those papers do not find the

non-monotonic effect of capital requirements on banks’ risk-taking that we highlight in

this paper.

Although bank deposits also have a socially beneficial role in our model in that they can

be monitored more easily than other claims, our paper is primarily concerned with the dan-

gers of excessive bank leverage. A large literature following Diamond and Dybvig (1983)

and Gorton and Pennacchi (1990) argues that bank deposits are special. Banks can pro-

vide liquidity services via deposits, i.e., maturity transformation and produce information-

insensitive claims. In this spirit, DeAngelo and Stulz (2013) argue that stringent capital

requirements may impede the banking sector’s ability to produce valuable liquid claims,

causing potentially important social costs that need be considered in the overall trade-

off calculation. In our model, a parameter that captures banks’ comparative advantage

relative to public market investors may also be interpreted in terms of liquidity provision.

Further, a large set of papers in the micro-theory literature analyzes bank capital reg-

ulation but abstracts from the general equilibrium effects that are present in our model

(see, e.g., Pennacchi, 2006, Mehran, Acharya, and Thakor, 2013). Harris and Raviv (2014)

also show that, under some circumstances, increasing capital requirements reduces welfare.

5 For example, evidence in Erel, Nadauld, and Stulz (2013) suggests that large banks retained the highly-
rated, but systematically risky, tranches of securitizations on their balance sheets due to these securities’
low risk-weighting. Prior to the crisis, large banks could further enjoy even lower effective capital
charges by funding securities off-balance sheet, in asset-backed commercial paper conduits. Acharya,
Schnabl, and Suarez (2013) document that credit lines backing the commercial paper were de facto credit
guarantees but qualified as liquidity guarantees for regulatory capital purposes, implying much lower
capital charges. Iannotta and Pennachi (2014) show that since credit ratings do not accurately reflect
the systematic risk exposures of corporate bonds, insured financial institutions can benefit substantially
from selecting those corporate bonds that have the highest systematic risk in a given ratings class.
Consistent with this argument, Becker and Ivashina (2013) find that, for a given regulatory rating
class, insurance companies own a higher proportion of corporate bonds that have above average credit
spreads in a given rating class than mutual funds and pension funds (which are not subject to regulatory
capital requirements). This reaching-for-yield behavior is more pronounced among insurance companies
with more binding regulatory capital constraints and leads to greater exposures to systematic risk.
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The result is driven by the interaction between the regulator’s desire to prevent excessive

risk-taking by banks, while, at the same time, ensure that they disclose early on when they

are in trouble. Plantin (2014) analyzes optimal bank capital regulation in the presence of

shadow banking activities, but considers a partial equilibrium model that abstracts from

competition. In his setting banks can engage in shadow banking activities as a response to

stringent regulation (see also Ordonez (2014), Moreira and Savov (2013)). Consequently,

relaxing capital requirements may be beneficial, as it reduces banks’ incentives to circum-

vent regulation.6 Gornall and Strebulaev (2013) develop a quantitative trade-off model

of bank capital structure in which only highly levered banks can pass on tax benefits of

debt to firms. Allen, Carletti, and Marquez (2011) present a model of bank moral hazard

that justifies why banks might hold capital in excess of regulatory minimums and refrain

from changing their holdings in response to regulatory changes. In their model banks can

find it optimal to use costly capital rather than the interest rate on the loan to guarantee

monitoring because it allows higher borrower surplus.

Our paper is organized as follows. We discuss the structure of the economy and our

modeling assumptions in Section 2. In Section 3, we present the general results of the pa-

per. In Section 4, we illustrate these general implications with specific examples. Section 5

discusses extensions and robustness of our general analysis. Section 6 concludes.

2 Model setup

We consider a discrete-state, incomplete-markets economy with two dates, 0 and 1. At

date 1, the aggregate state of the world s ∈ S is realized. The ex-ante probability of state

s is denoted by ps > 0. The economy consists of firms, public market investors, banks, and

a regulator, which we describe in detail below. All agents in the economy are risk-neutral

and discount their respective payoffs at a discount rate of 0.

2.1 Firms

There is a continuum of firms of measure one, indexed by i ∈ Ω = [0, 1]. Each firm i

is owned by a cashless entrepreneur who has access to a project that requires an upfront

6 In an empirical study, Kisin and Manela (2013) estimate the shadow cost of existing capital regulation
by exploiting a regulatory loophole that allowed banks to bypass capital requirements. They find that
the compliance costs of pre-crisis regulation are small.
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investment of 1 at time 0 and generates project-specific, state-contingent cash flows Cs(i) ≥
0 at date 1. An investment in project i thus generates expected surplus of

NPV (i) = E[Cs(i)]− 1. (1)

Entrepreneurs may obtain financing from banks and public market investors, all of

which observe the firms’ cash flow prospects perfectly.7 Entrepreneurs can, however, divert

all cash flows from the project unless they are monitored by investors, as described in

more detail below. While we do not restrict the set of securities that firms can issue to

public market investors, we assume that firms can only obtain (senior) debt from banks.

This assumption does not only match empirical evidence, it also simplifies exposition

substantially.8

2.2 Public market investors

There is a continuum of public market investors of measure 1. We assume that these

agents behave competitively and have sufficient financial wealth to finance all projects in

the economy. At date 0, public market investors have access to the following investment

opportunities: (1) bank deposits, (2) securities issued by firms and banks in public markets,

and (3) a storage technology with zero interest.

In order to avoid cash flow diversion by issuers, public market investors have to monitor

the issuer. Monitoring leads to a deadweight cost of ck
1+ck

≥ 0 per unit of expected cash

flows that a project or security generates. We allow the cost, ck, to vary across securities

k (see e.g., Hennessy and Whited (2007) for empirical evidence on differences between the

cost of raising equity and debt).9 These costs are incurred before the aggregate state is

7 Similar to Parlour and Rajan (2001), our model thus abstracts from asymmetric information in the
financing process (see, e.g., Stiglitz and Weiss (1981)). One could envision an alternative setting where
public market investors are less informed than banks. In a previous version of this paper, we considered
a model where public market investors were uninformed and had to rely on ratings provided by a
strategic credit rating agency. This more complex model yielded qualitatively similar results.

8 This restriction on the security space can be endogenized as an equilibrium outcome under optimal
regulation. If the regulator can distinguish between banks’ investments in corporate equity and corpo-
rate debt, she would optimally impose higher capital requirements on equity positions since equity is
(weakly) riskier. In practice, U.S. banks are subject to a risk-weight of 300% for publicly traded stocks
and 400% for non-publicly traded equity exposures under Basel III.

9 While we refer to these additional cost as monitoring cost, qualitatively similar effects could arise in
the presence of other frictions in public markets, such as higher loan collection cost, reduced screening
incentives, or duplication of effort.
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realized at date 1. Risk neutrality and a discount rate of 0 imply that a public market

investor values a security k with state-contingent cash flow CFs (k) as

PVP =
E[CFs (k)]

1 + ck
. (2)

In brief, public markets effectively provide a firm with a type-dependent outside option of

max {NPV (i)− c, 0}, where c ≡ mink ck represents the cheapest source of public market

financing.10

2.3 Banks

There is a measure one of competitive, ex-ante identical bankers (also referred to as

banks).11 We omit bank-specific subscripts j for notational convenience whenever pos-

sible.

Shareholders’ equity and deposits. Each bank has initial wealth Ē0 > 0 in the form

of cash at time 0, where Ē0 can be interpreted as the book value of inside equity. Banks can

raise outside equity ∆E ≥ 0 from public capital markets.12 Equity issuances are subject

to the same cash flow diversion problem as outlined for entrepreneurs. Thus, in order to

raise funds of ∆E from outside investors, banks need to promise a share of total equity

such that the market value of cash flows is ∆E (1 + cE). Given ∆E, the book value of bank

equity is then:

E0 = Ē0 + ∆E. (3)

Banks can further raise deposits D0 at the deposit rate rD ≥ 0. The deposit rate rD

is endogenously determined. Deposits are special in that bank depositors do not have to

incur monitoring cost to prevent falling victim to cash flow diversion by banks: banks are

assumed to have access to a technology that allows them to commit not to divert the part

10 To raise one unit of financing from public market investors, firms need to pledge cash flows of
E[CFs (k)] = 1 + ck. Then, PVP = 1.

11 While we assume a continuum of banks, our qualitative results only require a finite number of banks
that behave competitively in the asset market. From a technical perspective, however, a finite number
of banks would introduce cumbersome indivisibilities in the optimal asset allocation among banks.

12 It is without loss of generality to disallow dividend payouts at time 0.
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of their cash flow that is needed to pay their depositors.13

Assets. In contrast to public market investors bankers are endowed with a technology

that allows them to monitor entrepreneurs at zero cost. Public market finance is thus not

a perfect substitute for bank finance, since public markets are less efficient in monitoring

issuers.14 The joint assumption on the absence of monitoring costs for bank deposits and

the banks’ advantage to monitor firms captures – in reduced form – the essence of Diamond

(1984). Importantly, our results can be easily generalized to the more realistic situation

in which banks are more efficient only for a subset of borrowers, say for small businesses.

We provide further discussion in Section 5. As higher values for the parameter c imply

that public markets are at a bigger comparative disadvantage in monitoring borrowers, we

will often also refer to c as a measure of the extent to which public investors compete with

banks for investments.

Like public market investors, banks have also have access to a storage technology with

zero interest, which we refer to as cash. Denote the amount the bank invests in cash at

date 0 by Cash0. Then, the total book value of a bank’s loan portfolio at date 0, A0, is

given by

A0 = E0 +D0 − Cash0. (4)

Let xi ≥ 0 denote the portfolio weight of entrepreneur i in a bank’s loan portfolio and let

rsi denote the associated state-contingent rate of return on loan i. Then, the rate of return

on a bank’s total investment in loans, A0, is given by:

rsA =
∑

xir
s
i . (5)

The rate of return rsi will be endogenously determined through the equilibrium promised

coupon yield y (i). We note that if banks exclusively finance a borrower, then the state-

contingent net return of a loan to firm i satisfies:

rsi = min {y (i) , Cs (i)− 1} . (6)

13 Unlike regular firms, banks have a branch or ATM network that ensures depositors’ fast access to funds,
allowing them to run at any point in time. A similarly fast access is available to money market mutual
fund investors that can withdraw funds electronically. While we treat banks’ ability to commit as an
exogenous technology, existing theoretical work shows how demand deposits can endogenously act as a
commitment device for banks. See, e.g., Calomiris and Kahn (1991) and Diamond and Rajan (2001).

14 Differences between relationship lending and arm’s length lending are also present in Petersen and
Rajan (1995), Rajan and Zingales (2001), or Bernardo and Welch (2013).
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Alternative interpretation of c. It is useful to highlight that the parameter ck does

not necessarily have to represent the (differential) monitoring cost, which is our leading

interpretation throughout the model presentation. An alternative interpretation of the

setting is that only bank deposits are perceived as fully liquid claims by public market

investors and that all other securities are associated with an illiquidity cost of ck.
15

Financial distress cost. In our model bankers have special skills in the form of a

monitoring technology advantage and an ability to issue deposits that are not subject to

cash flow diversion problems. These skills make bank defaults socially costly. Absent

a bailout, a bank j will default in state s, Ns (j) = 1, if the required repayment to

depositors D0 (1 + rD) at time 1 exceeds its value of assets inclusive of its cash reserve,

(1 + rsA)A0+Cash0. Following Leland (1994), we summarize welfare losses associated with

a bank’s default on depositors by stipulating that a fraction 0 < α ≤ 1 of assets is lost in

bankruptcy. While our modeling setup only consists of one period, these bankruptcy costs

are meant to incorporate not only the social loss from existing assets, but also, in reduced

form, the value of the bankers’ skill in future periods.

Objective. Since loan terms are determined in a market where banks and public market

investors compete, each banker takes returns, rsi , as given and maximizes the market value

of his inside equity share, EI
M , by choosing the optimal capital structure, i.e., its equity

issuance ∆E, and deposits D0, to finance its loan investments A0 ≥ 0 with respective

weights {xi} and cash holdings Cash0 ≥ 0.

EI
M = E0 [max {(1 + rsA)A0 + Cash0 −D0 (1 + rD) , 0}]−∆E (1 + cE) . (7)

Here, the term max {(1 + rsA)A0 + Cash0 −D0 (1 + rD) , 0} reflects the total market value

of bank equity at time 1, i.e., the state-dependent asset payoffs from the loan portfolio

and cash net off the promised repayment to debt holders, subject to limited liability. The

insider’s share, EI
M , accounts for the market value of cash flows that needs to be pledged

to outside equity holders to ensure that PVP = ∆E, i.e., ∆E (1 + cE) (see Eq. 2).

15 Bank deposits might provide a “convenience yield” by offering depositors fast access to cash (and other
services) via a branch or ATM network. The liquidity benefit of deposits is also consistent with Diamond
and Dybvig (1983) and Gorton and Pennacchi (1990), who highlight the special features of deposits.
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2.4 Regulator

Ex-post interventions at date 1. The regulator is the only agent with relevant actions

at both date 0 and 1. At date 1, the regulator may intervene and bail out ailing banks

to avoid the cost of financial distress. Importantly, we assume that the regulator cannot

precommit to date 1 actions, which gives rise to a potential time-inconsistency problem

akin to Kydland and Prescott (1977). In particular, if at time 1, a bank were to default in

the absence of a bailout, Ns (j) = 1, the government can avoid the associated bankruptcy

cost αA0 (1 + rsA) by transferring funds Bs (j) to the bank so that depositors can be repaid,

i.e.,

Bs (j) + (1 + rsA)A0 + Cash0 (j) ≥ D0 (1 + rD) . (8)

However, bailouts induce proportional deadweight taxation costs τ .

Ex-ante regulation at date 0. To address this commitment problem, the regulator

may impose regulation in the form of minimum equity ratio requirements on bankers at

date 0.

e ≡ E0

A0

≥ emin. (9)

This type of regulation corresponds to actual bank capital regulation under Basel III: all

corporate loans obtain a standardized risk-weight of 100%, whereas cash is subject to a

risk-weight of 0%. Restricting the regulatory toolset in such a way is not without loss

of generality from a theoretical perspective, but allows us to clearly develop the intuition

for the partial and general equilibrium effects of varying capital requirements. As we will

discuss in Section 5, our results will qualitatively go through as long as the set of feasible

conditioning signals in regulation is coarser than the information set of banks: Then, there

exists a residual moral hazard problem in the asset choice of banks.

Welfare. Let µB(i) and µP (i) denote whether firm i is funded by a bank (B) or a public

market investor (P ), respectively. Then, expected social welfare at time t, Wt, consists of

a) the total expected surplus generated by funded firms, b) the monitoring costs incurred

by public market investors, c) the expected distress cost incurred by defaulting banks and
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d) the social tax distortions induced by bailouts.

Wt = Et
∫ 1

0

(Cs(i)− 1)(µB(i) + µP (i))di− c ·
∫ 1

0

µP (i)di− cE ·
∫ 1

0

∆E (j) dj

− α · Et
∫ 1

0

Ns (j)As (j) dj − τ · Et
∫ 1

0

Bs (j) dj.

(10)

Government regulation at time 0 and interventions at time 1 affect welfare through various

channels. Capital requirements, emin, not only affect welfare through the ex-ante funding

decisions of the banking sector (and public market investors), but also limit the size of

required ex-post bailouts to prevent socially cost bank failures. Ex-post bailouts, Bs (j),

directly enter welfare in period 1 due to the associated tax distortions.

We summarize the timing of actions by the various players as follows.

Timing of events.

1. Date 0

(a) The regulator sets minimum bank capital ratio requirements emin.

(b) Each bank raises outside equity, ∆E.

(c) Banks raise deposits D0 from public market investors.

(d) Firms raise financing from public market investors and banks.

(e) Firms that obtain financing invest in their projects.

2. Date 1

(a) Nature determines the aggregate state s.

(b) Project and loan payoffs are realized.

(c) The regulator observes a bank’s shortfall and decides on bailouts, Bs (j).

(d) Bankruptcy and bailout costs are realized.
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3 Analysis

3.1 Equilibrium

Given the just described sequence of actions, we use subgame perfection as our equilibrium

concept. We note that most of our analysis focuses on the subgame in which the regulator

has chosen a certain level emin. Before providing a definition of the equilibrium, it is

useful to simplify banks’ decision problem (see Eq. 7). A bank would never have a strict

preference to hoard cash at 0 return. We thus restrict our analysis to the case where gross

debt equals net debt, i.e., D0 = A0 (1− e). This allows us to restate the bank decision

problem in terms of 3 choice variables: equity issuance ∆E, leverage e, and portfolio

weights {xi}.

Definition 1 Subgame perfect equilibrium

a) The regulator maximizes expected welfare Wt at each point in time t, by choosing

minimum equity capital requirements e ≥ emin at time 0 and bailouts B at time 1.

b) Each firm i maximizes its expected value of profits by obtaining the cheapest source

of financing that results in raising 1 unit of capital.

c) Each bank j maximizes the market value of inside equity, EI
M , by choosing ∆E, its

equity ratio e ≥ emin, and its loan portfolio {xi} ≥ 0.

d) Public market investors invest in firm projects if and only if they expect to break-even.

In the following, we solve for equilibrium outcomes by backward induction.

Date 1 Bailouts. At time 1, investments by banks and public market investors are al-

ready made, so the regulator is the only party that moves. Since our analysis is motivated

by studying the distortions resulting from implicit subsidies to insured financial institu-

tions, we will maintain the assumption that bankruptcy costs α are sufficiently large rela-

tive to the tax distortions induced by bailouts, so that a bailout is always welfare-enhancing
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ex post.16 Assumption 1 provides a sufficient condition (see Lemma 5 in Appendix for for-

mal derivation).

Assumption 1 α ≥ 1−C
C
τ where C = mini,sCs (i).

Consistent with this assumption, empirical evidence by James (1991) finds quantita-

tively large bankruptcy costs for banks: His estimate for α is 30%. Due to the resulting

insurance of deposits, depositors are willing to provide funds to banks at zero interest,

independent of banks’ asset choices.17

rD = 0. (11)

3.2 Date 0 equilibrium actions

3.2.1 Firm funding stage

We will now analyze which firms are funded, and whether they obtain funding from banks

or from public market investors. We determine how regulated banks make funding deci-

sions given that they face competition from public markets, which provide firms with an

outside option of max {NPV (i)− c, 0}. In a first step, this requires us to analyze how

banks value a marginal asset and how they choose optimal portfolios.

Using rD = 0, we may simplify the banker’s objective function (7) to

EI
M = max

∆E ,e,{xi}
E0E0 [1 + rsE]− (1 + cE) ∆E, (12)

16 While in our model government bail-outs avoid bank-specific financial distress cost, it seems widely ac-
cepted that in practice government bailouts of large, insolvent financial institutions are also undertaken
to avoid triggering a cascade of defaults by those institutions’ counterparties, their counterparties, etc.,
that could result in a system-wide financial crisis and recession. Modeling such a process addition-
ally is possible, but would clutter the model considerably without adding relevant additional insights
regarding the ex-ante choice of bank capital requirements.

17 Even absent a bailout guarantee, an asset substitution problem may arise after a bank has issued debt.
However, without a bailout guarantee, incentives for risk shifting would be reduced since debt holders
would require higher yields from banks that take risks (in particular, in the presence of covenants that
address banks’ asset choice), or not even invest. We also note that all of our results are robust to
probabilistic rather than certain bailouts — probabilistic bailouts would be reflected in the repayment
terms demanded by rational bank debt holders, so that rD > 0, but would generally still distort banks’
ex ante risk-taking incentives.
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where the state-contingent return on total bank equity capital, rsE, satisfies:

rsE ≡ max

{∑
xir

s
i

e
,−1

}
. (13)

We note that due to the competitive environment, an individual bank takes equilibrium

loan returns ri as exogenously given. Also observe that an individual bank’s loan portfolio

problem {xi} is independent of bank capital E0, but it interacts with the equity ratio e. It

is therefore instructive to first solve for the deposit/loan funding equilibrium conditional

on some exogenous level of bank book equity E0 = Ē0 + ∆E. In Section 3.2.2, we will

determine the equilibrium amount of bank capital raised from public markets, ∆E.

Marginal asset valuations and defaults. Despite risk-neutrality, banks’ marginal

asset valuations depend on their overall portfolio strategy x and the equilibrium return

characteristics (prices) of all other assets in their bank’s portfolio. In particular, it matters

whether bank equity holders are wiped out in a state of the world s or not. We will refer

to this outcome as a bank default, although default will be avoided in equilibrium via

government bailouts. A bank defaults in some state s if and only if the loss on the overall

loan portfolio is greater than the bank’s equity buffer, that is, rsA =
∑
xir

s
i < −e. Let

ΣB (x) denote the set of states where a bank with portfolio strategy x defaults

ΣB (x) =
{
s ∈ S :

∑
xir

s
i < −e

}
, (14)

so that Σ{
B (x) = S \ ΣB (x) is the set of survival states.

Lemma 1 Given loan returns rsi , a bank with equity ratio e and portfolio x, marginally

values a payoff of CF s as

PVB (i|x) =
E
[
CF s (i)|Σ{

B (x)
]

1 + E
[
rsA|Σ{

B (x)
] . (15)

Proof: See Appendix.

This lemma illustrates an important ingredient for the remaining analysis of the paper.

At the margin, banks value payoffs only in the states of the world in which they do not

default, Σ{
B (x). An additional payoff generated in default states, ΣB (x), simply reduces

the required ex-post bailout by taxpayers to pay bond holders, but does not affect the

equity value.
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Clearly, by definition of a bank default and individual loan return realizations rsi (see

Eq. 6) a portfolio of a bank that defaults in states ΣB (x) must include sufficiently many

borrowers with low project payoffs in those states, i.e., satisfying rsi < −e or equivalently

Cs (i) < 1 − e. For each borrower i, it is therefore useful to define the corresponding set

of states in which the borrower may contribute to a bank default:

Σ (i, e) = {s ∈ S : Cs (i) < 1− e} . (16)

Competitive loan market. We will now analyze the implications of Lemma 1 when

banks interact with other optimizing banks and public market investors in a competitive

market for firm loans, and, in particular, derive the distribution of e and x and loan terms

rsi for the entire banking sector given E0 .

Even though banks may differ in equilibrium in terms of their leverage and portfolio

choices, all equilibrium strategies must be equally profitable. Banks are ex ante identical

and would otherwise have access to a profitable deviation. This equilibrium restriction

implies

Lemma 2 All banks share the same equilibrium expected return on equity

E [rsE (j)] = r̄E ≥ 0.

Proof: Omitted.

Combining Lemma 2 and marginal valuations of an individual bank (Lemma 1), we

obtain

Proposition 1 Properties of optimal bank loan portfolios and bank capital structure:

If a borrower i has a positive weight in the loan portfolio of bank j, then

1) all remaining borrowers i′ in the loan portfolio of bank j satisfy Σ (i′, e) = Σ (i, e) .

2) bank j chooses e = emin if Σ (i, emin) is non-empty or r̄E > 0.

3) bank j defaults in states ΣB (j) = Σ (i, emin) .

Proof: See Appendix.

This Proposition highlights key properties of individually optimal portfolios in a com-

petitive market taking as given the equilibrium returns rsi . First, the fact that the bank
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deposit rate doesn’t reflect a bank’s asset risk (rD = 0), only becomes valuable if a bank’s

overall asset position would have caused a bank default in the absence of the bailout guar-

antee, i.e., when ΣB (j) is non-empty. Then, ex-post bailouts create an ex-ante financing

subsidy, since rational debt holders would have demanded a higher deposit rate in the

absence of bailouts. The (marginal) value of a financing subsidy for a particular borrower

i is maximal for a bank that levers up to the regulatory constraint, e = emin, and defaults

precisely in the states in which the borrower marginally contributes to a bank default,

ΣB (j) = Σ (i, emin). The present value of the financing subsidy for borrower i under op-

timum bank financing, denoted as σ (i, emin), equals the (marginal contribution to the)

expected government transfer to debt holders, the government put.

σ (i, emin) =
∑
s∈S

ps max {1− emin − Cs (i) , 0} =
∑

s∈Σ(i,emin)

ps (1− emin − Cs (i)) . (17)

The value of the subsidy equals the expected shortfall of firm cash flows, Cs (i), to repay

the fraction of the project financed by depositors, 1 − emin. The lower the equity ratio

requirement, emin, the larger the value of the subsidy. We note that this is (another) reason

for why the Modigliani-Miller theorem is violated, as the amount of debt financing affects

the total amount of payments to all security holders.

Discussion: Endogenous segmentation of banking sector. The banking sector as

a whole can only reap the full value of the financing subsidy for each borrower, see (17),

if the banking sector is segmented along portfolio strategies yielding the same expected

return. Competition between banks ensures that this specialization occurs in equilibrium.

For example, a bank j with overall asset portfolio payoffs sufficient to repay debt holders

in all states, ΣB (j) = ∅, would not be able to extract a financing subsidy by adding some

firm i with σ (i, emin) > 0 to the portfolio on the margin, and thus could not compete

on loan terms with an optimizing bank featuring ΣB = Σ (i, emin). Conversely, a bank

that defaults in some states of the world, ΣB (j) 6= ∅, would not value all the cash flows

produced by a safe borrower delivering y in all states of the world (see Lemma 1). Hence,

it could not compete with another bank j′ that never defaults, ΣB (j′) = ∅.

We note that such bank specialization in loan portfolios is a very stark theoretical

prediction, clearly laying out the incentives on how to optimally exploit bailout guarantees

within the banking sector. Of course, given that we think of the states as aggregate states,

we expect borrowers to produce low cash flows Cs < 1−emin in similar states of the world,

partially limiting the degree of observable heterogeneity across banks’ loan portfolios. Still,
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recent empirical evidence by Rappoport, Paravisini, and Schnabl (2014) is very much

consistent with such predicted endogenous bank specialization in loan portfolios.

Funding decisions of banking sector. Going forward, we will mainly be interested in

the aggregate behavior of the banking sector given efficient bank specialization. Then, the

total private surplus generated by the relationship between a borrower i and the banking

sector, denoted as Π (i, emin), can be decomposed into a) the additional social surplus

above and beyond the surplus generated by public market financing, min {c,NPV (i)},
and b) the “artificial” surplus induced by the financing subsidy σ (i, emin). Clearly, since

non-funding of an issuer is always an option, Π (i, emin) is bounded below by zero.

Π (i, emin) = max

min {c,NPV (i)}+
∑

s∈Σ(i,emin)

ps (1− emin − Cs (i)) , 0

 (18)

It is evident that public market investors can only compete along the social surplus

dimension, NPV (i). Higher competition, i.e., lower c, caps the private surplus from a

relationship between banks and sufficiently value-creating borrowers, NPV (i) > c, who

can bypass the banking system and obtain financing from public market investors.18 In

contrast, it does not affect the private surplus for firms without this outside option, in par-

ticular for firms with negative NPV that would not be worth financing without subsidized

financing. Since uninsured public market investors do not obtain financing subsidies, they

are thus at a comparative disadvantage for projects exhibiting down side risk, i.e., with

payoffs Cs (i) < 1− emin for some states of the world. As a result, the private surplus from

funding highly risky and negative NPV projects might be greater than the private surplus

generated by positive NPV projects without downside risk. As is evident from (18), such

perverse incentives are particularly prominent if competition is high (c is low) and equity

ratio requirements, emin, are low.

Lemma 3 Banking sector ranking: If borrower i is financed by banks, then any borrower

i′ generating private surplus Π (i′, emin) > Π (i, emin) is financed by banks as well.

Proof: Follows from profit maximization of banks.

18 Our setup can easily handle security-or borrower specific comparative advantage c (i). The first term
in Equation 18 becomes: min {c (i) , NPV (i)}.
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Since banks might be indifferent among firms producing the same private surplus, but

different social surplus, we make

Assumption 2 Among borrowers with identical Π (i, emin), banks first choose to fund

the borrowers with the highest social surplus NPV (i). Banks do not fund firms with

Π (i, emin) = 0 if NPV (i) < 0.

Whether the private surplus Π (i, emin) is realized in equilibrium and if so, how it is split

up, depends on the relation between the aggregate funding capacity of the banking sector,

denoted as Amax, and the supply of firms with positive private surplus, i.e.,
∫
i:Π(i,emin)>0

di.

Given E0 and emin, the funding capacity of the banking sector, Amax, satisfies

Amax (emin) =
E0

emin

. (19)

If the banking sector can finance all privately profitable projects, Amax ≥
∫
i:Π(i,emin)>0

di,

competition between banks for firm projects ensures that funded firms can extract the en-

tire private surplus Π (i, emin). Thus, firms reap the social surplus of their project NPV (i)

as well as the financing subsidy σ (i, emin), which competitive banks pass on to borrowers.

The marginal investment of the banking sector is cash which produces private (and social)

surplus of zero. As a result, the equilibrium rate of return on equity for the banking sector

satisfies r̄E = 0.

In contrast, if the banking sector is capacity constrained, Amax <
∫
i:Π(i,emin)>0

di, profit

maximization implies that the banking sector rationally drops the funding of projects with

the lowest private surplus, according to the ranking in Lemma 3. Banks can now extract

the entire private surplus on the marginal funded firm, denoted as project iM , since all

firms with Π (i, emin) ≤ Π (iM , emin) pledge the entire private surplus Π to attract scarce

bank capital. The levered rate of return on equity for the banking sector then satisfies

r̄E = Π(iM ,emin)
emin

. The financing terms on all loans provided by the banking sector to firms

with Π (i, emin) > Π (iM , emin) are set such that the expected rate of return on equity is r̄E.

Firms that are funded by banks thus extract NPV (i) + σ (i, emin)−Π (iM , emin). Among

the unfunded projects by the banking sector, public market investors fund all firms with

surplus NPV (i) ≥ c.19 We summarize these insights in the following Proposition.

19 As a result, regardless of emin and E0, all firms with sufficiently high social surplus, NPV (i) ≥ c, are
always funded.
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Proposition 2 Competitive loan equilibrium given E0 and emin:

1) If banks can finance all privately profitable projects, Amax ≥
∫
i:Π(i,emin)>0

di, banks’

marginal investment is cash. As a result, r̄E (emin, E0) = 0.

2) If banks cannot finance all privately profitable projects, define the marginal firm

funded by banks, iM , as the solution to Amax (emin) =
∫
i:Π(i,emin)≥Π(iM ,emin)

di.

a) The rate of return on bank equity satisfies r̄E (emin, E0) = Π (iM , emin) /emin.

b) Banks fund all firms with Π (i, emin) > Π (iM , emin), and use the remaining

capacity to fund projects with Π (i, emin) = Π (iM , emin).

c) Of the remaining firms, public markets fund all firms i with NPV (i) ≥ c.

For each firm i financed by banks, the equilibrium yield, y (i), satisfies

∑
s∈S

ps max

{
min {y (i) , Cs (i)− 1}

emin

,−1

}
= r̄E (20)

This Proposition completely describes the funding of firm projects and the division of

surplus given emin and E0. In particular, it derives the equilibrium loan yields, y (i), and

state-contingent returns, rsi = min {y (i) , Cs − 1}, for all firms funded by banks.

3.2.2 Raising bank capital

The analysis so far took place conditional on an existing amount of equity issuance leading

to E0 = Ē0 +∆E. We now consider the incentives of banks to raise additional equity. Since

each bank is infinitesimal, it takes the equilibrium rate of return on equity of the entire

banking sector as exogenously given. Formally, let Ē0 (j) and ∆E (j) denote bank j’s initial

wealth and equity issuance, respectively so that the aggregate initial wealth and issuances

satisfy Ē0 =
∫ 1

0
Ē0 (j) dj and ∆E =

∫ 1

0
∆E (j) dj. Then, the (relevant) decision problem of

an individual bank j is

max
∆E(j)

∆E (j)
[
r̄E
(
emin, Ē0 + ∆E

)
− cE

]
. (21)

Intuitively, an individual bank j only has an incentive to raise equity as long as the

expected return on equity associated with a marginal investment exceeds the marginal
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cost of issuing equity. Since r̄E
(
emin, Ē0 + ∆E

)
is a decreasing function of ∆E no firm

would have an incentive to raise additional equity if r̄E
(
emin, Ē0

)
< cE. If, on the other

hand, r̄E
(
emin, Ē0

)
> cE, each individual firm has a strict incentive to raise equity. In this

case, a competitive equilibrium must be characterized by r̄E
(
emin, Ē0 + ∆E

)
= cE so that

competitive banks don’t make additional profits on equity issuances. Then, banks issue

equity until all firms with Π(i,emin)
emin

≥ cE are funded.

Proposition 3 Raising bank capital

1) If r̄E
(
emin, Ē0

)
< cE, no bank raises equity. Proposition 2 applies with E0 = Ē0.

2) If r̄E
(
emin, Ē0

)
≥ cE, the average bank raise equity ∆E until all firms with Π(i,emin)

emin
≥ cE

can be funded. Loan terms for all borrowers are set such that r̄E
(
emin, Ē0 + ∆E

)
= cE.

Proof: Omitted.

This Proposition completes the characterization of how a competitive financial sector

responds to equity ratio requirements. In particular, we have determined the capital

structure of banks, ∆E and e, as well as the lending decisions of the banking sector given

emin. We now study the comparative statics in emin, which will also determine the optimum

level of capital ratio requirements as a by-product.

3.2.3 Capital ratio requirements

Economy without capital requirements. We first characterize an unregulated econ-

omy to highlight the need for regulation. Formally, this corresponds to the equilibrium of

the subgame (see Definition 1) in which the regulator is constrained to choose emin = 0.

Proposition 4 In an economy without equity ratio requirements:

1) An issuer i is funded by banks, µB (i) = 1, if Cs (i) > 1 for some state s.

2) All funded firms can obtain financing at a yield of y (i) = 0.

3) Ex-ante welfare is given by

W0 =

∫
i:Π(i,0)>0

[NPV (i)− τ (σ (i, 0))] di.

Proof: See main text.

The intuition for these results is simple. First, as long as a firm project offers a positive

asset return in one state of the world s, Cs > 1, it generates private surplus Π (i, 0) > 0,
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since banks with an equity ratio of e = 0 (in the limit) can capture the upside in one

state of the world whereas tax payers subsidize debtholders on the downside. Due to the

absence of leverage restrictions, the funding capacity of the banking sector, Amax, exceeds

the supply of projects with positive private surplus, so that all these firms obtain financing.

Case 1 of Proposition 2 applies. Loan yields for funded firms are completely uninformative

about default risk, y = 0, since the marginal buyer, the banking sector, does not price

default risk due to the financing subsidies (see 20). At these distorted prices, public market

investors cannot compete with banks and play no role in this economy.

To analyze welfare distortions of the unregulated equilibrium (see Proposition 4), it is

useful to define the first-best outcome W ∗
0 which is

W ∗
0 =

∫
i:NPV (i)≥0

NPV (i) di. (22)

First-best welfare is achieved if banks exclusively fund all surplus-generating projects in

the economy and none of the banks default, so that no bailouts are necessary. The degree

of welfare distortions in the unregulated economy relative to first-best depends on a) the

degree of ex-ante overinvestment, i.e., how many surplus destroying projects are funded

and b) the expected taxation costs of bailouts to rescue failing banks, τ
∫

Π(i,0)>0
σ (i, 0) di.

Both the ex-ante incentives to invest in social surplus reducing projects as well as the

ex-post bailouts cost vary with the cross-sectional distribution of σ (i, 0) in the economy.

If, hypothetically all projects in the economy were safe, positive NPV projects, so that

σ (i, 0) = 0∀i, the unregulated economy achieves the first-best outcome W ∗
0 . On the

other hand, if the economy features a lot of negative NPV investments with high upside

payoffs, then the unregulated economy will be subject to distortions and equity capital

ratio requirements may lead to welfare improvements.

Comparative statics of capital requirements. Introducing capital requirements im-

plies a trade-off. On the benefit side, an increase in emin lowers the implicit financing

subsidy for each project (see 17) and thus aligns the incentives of each individual bank

and the banking sector, reflected in Π (i, emin), better with the social ranking of projects,

NPV (i). In addition, the higher equity buffer lowers the required ex-post bailouts and

hence the associated taxation distortions. In line with conventional wisdom, more “skin-

in-the game” has a positive incentive effect on an individual bank, the microprudential

effect of increasing capital requirements.
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These benefits have to be weighed against the potential cost of constraining the aggre-

gate capacity of the banking sector, Amax, to fund all projects with positive private NPV,

akin to a cap on aggregate lending. This macroprudential effect of capital requirements has

an ambiguous effect on welfare. It will reduce the aggregate surplus produced by funded

firms (and hence welfare) if the marginal funded project, iM , generates positive NPV.

In this case, the marginal project will either get (inefficiently) funded by public market

investors (if NPV ≥ c) or may not be financed at all. We summarize these insights in

Proposition 5 Comparative statics of emin. For a given level of emin,

1) If banks can finance all privately profitable projects, a marginal increase in capital re-

quirements is welfare enhancing.

2) If the banking sector’s capacity is not sufficient to finance all privately profitable projects,

the welfare effect of a marginal change in emin is ambiguous. An increase in capital re-

quirements will reduce social surplus produced by firms if and only if the marginal firm,

iM , has positive NPV.

For the further analysis it is useful to define a threshold level for emin with sufficient

“skin-in-the-game.”

Definition 2 Let ê denote the lowest level of emin such that for all emin ≥ ê, all projects

with negative NPV do not generate private surplus.

Clearly, such a threshold level always exists since Π (i, 1) = min {c,NPV (i)}. We obtain

Lemma 4 Sufficient conditions for attaining first-best welfare with capital requirements

1) If for some e∗ > ê, Ē0 ≥ e∗
∫
i:NPV (i)>0

di and σ (i, e∗) = 0∀i, then set emin = e∗.

2) If cE = 0 or c = 0, then set emin = 1.

Proof: We first prove part 1) Since at e∗ ≥ ê all projects with positive private surplus

also generate social surplus, we just need to ensure that the funding capacity given Ē0,

i.e., Ē0/e
∗, exceeds the supply of positive NPV projects. The first case of the respective

Propositions 2 and 3 applies. Moreover, financing subsidies need to be zero for all projects

(which always holds if emin = 1). For part 2), see main text.

These conditions are rather intuitive. If the initial level of bank equity, Ē0, is sufficiently

high capital requirements can eliminate asset substitution incentives without constraining
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investment in assets with positive NPV. The condition cE = 0 is in similar spirit. Here, the

initial level of bank equity is irrelevant since bankers can always raise equity at zero social

cost, so the regulator just needs to target individual bank incentives and can disregard

macroprudential effects. Finally, if c = 0, banks have no social benefit relative to public

market investors. Optimal regulation can ensure first-best welfare by requiring banks to

back all their deposits with liquid assets, i.e., cash. Investments in real assets have to be

fully backed by equity, emin = 1. If the latter two conditions apply, capital requirements

imply no trade-off, which is the essence of the argument by Admati, DeMarzo, Hellwig,

and Pfleiderer (2011).

4 A Two-type Economy

In the previous section we characterized equilibrium properties of the model, allowing for

general cross-sectional project payoff distributions and arbitrary (but finite) number of

states. In this section, we illustrate our model’s predictions based on a simple, stylized

economy with two project types to illustrate the basic mechanisms. We will focus on the

comparative statics of capital requirements, and, in particular, demonstrate the ambiguous

effect on welfare when the aggregate funding capacity of the banking sector is constrained

(see Case 2) of Proposition 5).

There are two states s ∈ {L,H} and projects can be of two types i ∈ {g, b}. With

some abuse of notation, we now use i to index types rather than individual firms. Good

types (i = g) generate a safe payoff of R > 1 + c in both aggregate states of the world

(H and L). In contrast, bad types (i = b) generate a payoff of R only in the H-state and

zero otherwise. Bad projects are further assumed to be surplus-destroying from a social

perspective, that is, pHR < 1. Let πg denote the mass of issuers with a good project and

πb = 1− πg the mass of issuers with a bad project.

To increase the transparency of the exposition, we will first analyze equilibrium out-

comes under the premise that banks have a given, fixed amount of equity, Ē0 (or equiv-

alently, prohibitively high equity issuance costs cE). In a second step, we then analyze

banks’ optimal equity issuance choices.
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4.1 Fixed Bank Equity

For the discussion it is useful to keep track of two types of thresholds for equity-ratio

requirements emin that play a key role in the characterization of equilibrium outcomes.

Capacity thresholds. The first type of threshold is related to funding capacity con-

straints: conditional on a fixed amount of equity Ē0 and a capital ratio requirement emin

the banking sector’s maximum funding capacity is given by Amax = Ē0

emin
. Absent equity

issuances, increases in ratio-requirements emin scale down the funding capacity of the bank-

ing sector, and thus can impose funding capacity constraints. Correspondingly, there are

threshold values for emin at which the banking sector has not enough capacity to fund (1)

all projects in the economy (emin > Ē0), (2) all good projects (emin >
Ē0

πg
), and (3) all bad

projects (emin >
Ē0

πb
).

Ranking thresholds. The second type of threshold is related to the banking sector’s

private ranking of investment opportunities (see Lemma 3). This ranking determines which

project types (good or bad) are dropped or added at the margin when funding capacity

constraints become more or less binding. An increase in capital ratio requirements emin

can be effective in altering this ranking, as greater skin-in-the-game reduces the value

of the financing subsidy, which only applies to bad projects. As a result, there can be

two ranking thresholds in this two-type economy: first, there may exist a value for emin

at which the ranking switches so that good rather than bad issuers’ bonds become most

highly ranked by banks. Let ẽ ≡ emin : Π(g, emin) = Π(b, emin) denote this threshold. At

the second threshold, ê (see Definition 2) bad projects start to become even less profitable

than cash investments and are thus dropped completely.

The following illustrations can be best understood by referring to these capacity and

ranking thresholds. When capital ratio requirements emin are increased, funding capacity

Amax is always monotonically reduced, as Amax = Ē0

emin
. Investments in a given issuer-type

may, however, be insensitive to changes in emin unless a capacity or ranking threshold is

passed. When emin passes a ranking threshold and banks are capacity constrained, the

composition of funded projects changes discontinuously, as banks’ ranking of investments

changes.
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No competition from public markets. The first parameterization, illustrated in Fig-

ure 1, highlights the case where banks do not face competition from public markets since

public markets’ monitoring cost c are prohibitively high (that is, c > R− 1). The private

surplus for both project types thus satisfies:

Π (g, emin) = NPVg = R− 1

Π (b, emin) = max {NPVb + pL (1− emin) , 0}
(23)

As the Private Surplus panel of Figure 1 reveals, banks rank good projects always higher

than bad projects, independent of the capital ratio requirement emin, i.e., Π (g, emin) >

Π (b, emin)∀emin ∈ [0, 1]. As a result, the parameterization only features the ranking thresh-

old, ê satisfying NPVb = −pL (1− ê). For emin > ê, the financing subsidy σ (b, emin) is too

small to make financing bad projects privately worthwhile. Banks rank bad issuers below

cash investments and thus drop them completely.

Figure 1 further illustrates two capacity thresholds: first, at emin = Ē0, the bank-

ing sector’s maximum funding capacity Amax starts to become insufficient to finance all

projects in the economy — thus, projects have to be dropped in response to increases in

emin beyond this capacity threshold. Banks drop bad projects first, as they are ranked

below good projects. Second, at emin = Ē0

πg
, the banking sector’s capacity becomes insuf-

ficient to fund all good projects in the economy. At this point, increases in emin reduce

banks’ investment in good projects.

The Private Surplus panel further illustrates whether banks or firms extract the private

surplus as a function of emin. For emin < Ē0, the banking sector has excess capacity such

that cash is the marginal investment (Case 1 of Proposition 2). Yields on good and bad

issuers’ loans (see lower right panel) adjust so that banks make an expected return on

equity equal to zero. For ê > emin > Ē0 banks are capacity constrained and bad projects

are marginal, iM = b, so that banks can fully extract the private surplus produced by bad

issuers (Case 2 of Proposition 2). For Ē0

πg
> emin > ê bad projects are non-viable (ranked

below cash) and the banking sector has more capacity than needed to fund all good issuers.

Thus, cash is again the marginal investment and banks make zero profits. Finally, once

emin reaches the capacity threshold Ē0

πg
banks have insufficient capacity to fund all good

projects. Good projects become marginal, iM = g, implying that banks can extract the

entire surplus from good projects.

Finally, since the initial level of bank equity high enough, Ē0 > πg, (and since σ (g, ê) =
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Figure 1. The figures illustrate the effect of varying equity ratio requirements, emin, on private surplus
Π from firm projects (upper left panel), the funding capacity Amax (lower left panel), welfare W0 (upper
right panel) and the loan yields for firm types, i.e., y (i), (lower right panel). The term µB (i) refers to the
mass of financing of firm type i by banks. The parameters of the economy are chosen as follows: pH = 0.5,
R = 1.5, c = 0.7, πg = 0.25, τ = 0 and Ē0 = 0.2. In this case, Ē0 = 0.2 < ê = 0.5 < Ē0

πg
= 0.8.

0) the first condition of Lemma 4 applies. As a result, optimal capital requirements of

emin ∈ [ê, E0

πg
] can achieve the first-best outcome (see upper right panel). Capital ratio

requirements can be effective in reducing investment distortions through two channels:

by affecting aggregate funding capacity and rankings. The negative effect on funding

capacity is beneficial at the margin when bad projects are funded by banks and reductions

in capacity constrain bad investment. Capital ratio requirements can further be effective in

preventing inefficient bank investment via their corrective impact on rankings (for emin ≥
ê).
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Competition from public markets. Next, in Figure 2, we adjust the original param-

eterization from Figure 1 to consider the case where public markets pose a competitive

threat to banks. For c < R − 1, public market investors compete with banks for good is-

suers and thus affect banks’ profits from funding these types of borrowers. Informed public

market investors, however, never compete with banks for bad issuers (for any c ≥ 0), as

these issuers have surplus-destroying projects that make it impossible for uninsured public

market investors to break even.
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Figure 2. The figures illustrate the effect of varying equity ratio requirements, emin, on private surplus
Π for firm types (upper left panel), the funding decisions µB (i) by banks and capacity Amax (lower left
panel), welfare W0 (upper right panel) and the loan yields for firm types, i.e., y (i), (lower right panel).
The parameters of the economy are chosen as follows: pH = 0.5, R = 1.7, c = 0.05, πg = 0.5, Ē0 and
= 0.2. If Ē0 < emin < Ē0/πb, the good asset is the marginal funded asset. If Ē0/πb < emin < ẽ, the bad
asset is the marginal funded asset.

Competition from public markets thus has an asymmetric effect on the surplus that

banks can extract from good and bad issuers. Formally, as Π (g, emin) = min {c,NPVg} is

declining in c for c < R−1, a lower comparative advantage vis-à-vis public market investors
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(lower c) reduces banks’ maximum potential rents from funding good issuers. In contrast,

banks’ maximum surplus from funding bad issuers (see 23) is completely insensitive to the

parameter c. Thus, competition only shifts Π (g, emin) downwards.

As a result, increased efficiency of public markets can reverse banks’ ranking of in-

vestment opportunities:20 for values of emin below the ranking threshold ẽ banks rank

surplus-destroying, bad issuers higher than surplus-generating, good issuers (Π (b, emin) >

Π (g, emin) ). In the region emin ∈ [Ē0,
Ē0

emin
] banks thus reduce investment in good issuers

in response to increases in capital requirements. As aggregate funding capacity shrinks,

banks that previously funded good, safe issuers switch to bad, risky issuers. This effect

would not arise in partial equilibrium where individual banks would always weakly reduce

investment in bad issuers in response to increased capital ratio requirements. In gen-

eral equilibrium, however, market clearing and banks’ higher ranking of bad issuers imply

that, if increased ratio requirements reduce the funding capacity of individual banks, more

banks are needed to fund all bad issuers. In the region emin ∈ [Ē0,
Ē0

emin
] higher capital

requirements thus cause more banks to choose a risk-taking strategy.

Further, when capital requirements emin exceed the capacity threshold Ē0

πb
, banks’ fund-

ing capacity becomes insufficient to fund all bad projects in the economy. The bad projects

become marginal and banks can extract all the surplus. At this point, further increases in

emin gradually reduce the banking sectors’ investment in bad projects. All banks are, how-

ever, still fully exposed to bad issuers’ bonds. Only after exceeding the ranking threshold

ẽ banks rank good projects higher than bad projects — here, the skin-in-the game effect

is finally strong enough. However, at that point, the banking sector’s funding capacity

is also insufficient to fund all good projects. First-best is therefore not achieved for any

emin ∈ [0, 1].

4.2 Equilibrium with Equity Issuances

Banks’ equity issuance decisions can be characterized in a fairly simple way: banks issue

equity as long as the expected return on equity associated with a marginal investment

exceeds the marginal cost of issuing equity, i.e., if r̄E
(
emin, Ē0

)
≥ cE (see Proposition 3)

Figure 3 illustrates the effects of equity issuances by highlighting the deviations in

equilibrium outcomes relative to the economy without equity issuances considered in sec-

tion 4.1. In the left panel, we now scale private surplus, Π (i, emin) by emin, since this pins

20 Competition affects banks’ ranking of issuers for a range of emin as long as c < pH (R− 1).
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down the expected rate of return on bank equity, when project i is marginal (see Case 2 of

Proposition 2). Equilibrium outcomes will only deviate (relative to the absence of equity

issuances) in regions where equity monitoring cost cE (green line) lie below r̄E
(
emin, Ē0

)
(black line). There are two regions where this is the case in the considered parameteriza-

tion: in the first region, banks issue equity to expand good investment, which would have

been constrained absent equity issuances. Equity issuances thus have a positive effect on

welfare in this region (although bad projects are still funded in equilibrium). In the second

region, only Π (b, emin) /emin (red line) lies above cE (green line) so that banks use equity

issuances only to expand bad investment. As a result, welfare declines due to banks’ ability

to issue public equity. Equity issuances thus do not per se resolve banks’ moral hazard

problem — in fact, they may even facilitate expansions in aggregate risk-taking.
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Figure 3. The left panel plots the effect of varying equity ratio requirements, emin, on private surplus
scaled by emin and the return on bank equity at the initial level of bank equity. The right panel plots
the corresponding funding decisions µB (i) by banks and funding capacity Amax with and without equity
issuance. Except for c = 0.05, the parameters of the economy are as in Figure 2: pH = 0.5, R = 1.7,
πg = 0.5, Ē0 = 0.2 and CE = 0.18. If Ē0 < emin < Ē0/πb, the good asset is the marginal funded

asset. In this region, banks will raise additional equity as long as Π(g,emin)
emin

≥ cE (see left panel). If

Ē0/πb < emin < ẽ, the bad asset is the marginal funded asset. Banks will raise additional equity as long

as Π(b,emin)
emin

≥ cE .
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5 Extensions

In this section we discuss the robustness of our results to various alternative modeling

assumptions.

Shadow banking. In the real world regulated financial institutions may move assets and

liabilities off the regulated balance-sheet and into the less stringently regulated “shadow

banking system.” Such “off-balance sheet” or “shadow banking” activities typically involve

some form of recourse and thus still expose the original financial institution to risks that

can lead to default.21 In terms of our model, financial institutions’ ability to engage in

such activities would imply weakly lower effective minimum equity capital constraints than

the ones intended by the regulator. Given cross-sectional dispersion in various financial

institutions’ savviness in circumventing regulatory constraints, a common equity capital

requirement would thus lead to cross-sectional differences in effective capital constraints.

To relate these observations to our model, suppose that a fraction of banks were able

to lower their effective capital requirements to eshadow
min < emin by transferring some of

their risks off-balance sheet (in a regulatory accounting sense rather than in an economic

sense). Our model then predicts that those institutions would take higher effective leverage

and would invest in weakly riskier assets than banks that refrain from shadow banking

activities. This follows from the fact that a lower effective leverage increases the value of

the financing subsidy σ (i, emin). Relating these observations to the pre-crisis period, one

could also interpret less stringently regulated institutions as investment banks, which were

initially not subject to the same regulation as commercial banks, but still had a significant

probability of receiving government support in the event of financial distress.

Asset-specific comparative advantage. In reality, bank finance and public bond fi-

nance coexist; whereas certain parts of the cross-section of borrowers rely more heavily on

bank finance, other types rely more on public bond markets. This coexistence suggests

that there are cross-sectional differences in banks’ comparative advantages across various

21 For example, asset-backed commercial paper (ABCP) conduits which precipitated the recent crisis were
set up in most part by commercial banks, i.e., the regulated banking sector, as a way to get around
capital requirements. Further, bank deposits moved to money market funds as a way of getting around
Regulation Q on bank deposit rates. Yet many of the assets money market funds own are liabilities of
the banking sector. Banks also purchased guarantees in the form of credit default swaps from A.I.G.
Financial Products in order to reduce their capital requirements. However, the guarantor ultimately
defaulted so that the risks came back to banks’ balance sheets, revealing a lack of complete risk transfer.
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markets. In fact, public market investors might be more efficient than banks for certain

classes (resulting in negative c). It is not the objective of our paper to empirically or

theoretically determine for which types of borrowers banks have a comparative advan-

tage in efficiency(see, e.g., Becker and Ivashina (2014) for related empirical evidence on

substitution between bank and public bond finance). We note, however, that our model

could easily accommodate security k and borrower-specific i comparative advantage. The

private ranking of the banking sector is then determined according to

Πk (i, emin) = max

min {ck (i) , NPV (i)}+
∑

s∈Σ(i,emin)

ps (1− emin − Cs (i)) , 0

 (24)

Implications for optimal regulation and risk-weights. Following in spirit the lit-

erature on incomplete contracts,22 we have assumed that banks’ activities (assets) are

sufficiently complex so that the regulator could only rely on simple capital requirements.

Yet, despite this restriction on the regulatory toolset, we derived sufficient conditions when

first-best welfare could be achieved (see Lemma 4). However, when first-best welfare can-

not be achieved with simple capital requirements, using additional signals as conditioning

information may be useful.

If the regulator had access to perfect signals, she could micro-manage a bank’s asset

portfolio according to the NPV . Since, in reality, all additional signals, such as credit

ratings, asset classifications, and accounting and market variables, are inherently noisy

and do not even attempt to measure the risk a regulator is concerned about,23 regulations

can generally not be conditioned on all elements of banks’ information sets. The resulting

residual moral hazard problem is at the center of this study.24 In addition, existing empir-

ical and theoretical literature emphasizes that the regulatory use of various risk measures

22 See, e.g., Grossman and Hart (1986), Bolton and Scharfstein (1990, 1996), Hart and Moore (1994,
1998).

23 Iannotta and Pennachi (2014) show theoretically and empirically that since credit ratings fail to cap-
ture systematic risk exposures banks have an incentive to invest in those securities with the highest
aggregate risk exposures in a given ratings class. To address these shortcomings of ratings, the Na-
tional Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) recently replaced ratings with risk assessments
by Pimco/BlackRock for the purpose of capital regulation. The new input is only used for for of U.S.
insurance companies’ holdings of non-agency mortgage-backed securities and measures expected losses
of principal, very similar to ratings (see Becker and Opp (2013)).

24 In an earlier version of this paper, we also explicitly modeled a strategic credit rating agency that
evaluated issuers’ riskiness. This model revealed that although ratings can be potentially helpful in
reducing bank moral hazard, heavy regulatory reliance on ratings can also induce rating inflation,
rendering capital regulation ineffective.
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may have feedback effects on their informational content.25

Nonetheless, our paper has concrete implications for the design of optimal risk-weights.

First, risk should be measured by σ, which is a measure of borrowers’ contributions to bank

default risk. Second, optimal risk-weighted capital requirements depend not only on asset

risk characteristics but also banks’ comparative advantages in the financial system. Lower

comparative advantage in a certain asset class increases incentives to engage in risk-taking

(see 24). This feature of our model gives rise to “narrow banking” policies that make very

high capital surcharges or even outright bans optimal in these asset classes.26

6 Conclusion

In this paper we propose a tractable general equilibrium framework to analyze the effective-

ness of bank capital regulations when a competitive banking sector also faces competition

from public markets. Due to ex-post bailouts of banks’ debtholders, the Modigliani-Miller

theorem is violated, potentially making (socially excessive) debt financing privately op-

timal for banks. Thus, banks’ value maximizing loan portfolios not only consider the

social surplus they can extract from their borrowers but also the present value of transfers

from tax payers. Competition from public markets has an asymmetric effect on these two

sources of private surplus for banks: it naturally only limits banks’ rents from lending to

those borrowers that could actually be funded by uninsured public market participants.

As a result, banks may be able to generate more private surplus from lending to high-risk

borrowers that destroy social surplus than from lending to relatively safe borrowers that

generate positive social surplus.

Our model shows that such competition can induce a non-monotonic relationship be-

tween regulatory capital requirements and banks’ risk-taking. When aggregate funding

capacity is constrained, profit maximization of banks may imply that banks drop safe,

positive NPV borrowers rather than risky borrowers in response to system-wide increases

in equity capital ratio requirements — as a result, the average bank can become riskier

rather than safer. Interestingly, the ability of banks to raise additional equity may have

25 Bond, Goldstein, and Prescott (2010) and Goldstein and Bond (2014) highlight that when governments
and bank supervisors make intervention decisions or corrective actions based on the information revealed
by stock market prices, prices adjust to reflect this use and potentially become less revealing. Opp,
Opp, and Harris (2013) show that ratings precision adjusts to the regulatory use of ratings and that
regulatory reliance on ratings can be the cause of inflated and uninformative ratings.

26 See Neuhann and Saidi (2014) for an empirical analysis of the cost of restricting the scope of banking
activities.
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counterintuitive effects despite relaxing capacity constraints. Banks may lever up on the

additional equity capital to expand risk-taking activities. We also show — in line with

conventional wisdom — that when the banking sector possesses excess funding capac-

ity, greater “skin-in-the-game” unambiguously lowers inefficient risk-taking and improves

welfare.

Our analysis thus suggests that the effects of regulatory changes crucially depend on

whether banks are constrained in funding privately profitable borrowers under the status-

quo regulation. These capacity constraints likely vary with macro-economic conditions,

implying that changes in capital requirements generally do not have an unambiguous effect

on the riskiness of the banking sector.

In addition, our framework generates rich predictions on the distribution of surplus be-

tween financial institutions, public market investors, and borrowers. Since banks compete

with each other, banks pass on their financing subsidies induced by bailouts to high-risk

borrowers (unless bank capital is sufficiently scarce). As a result, yields on borrowers re-

flect downward biased assessments of default risk, in particular for borrowers with tail risk.

Our framework thus provides an incentives-based explanation for artificially low yields on

structured securities in the pre-crisis period and may explain why sophisticated, insured

financial institutions were still holding a sizeable fraction of these securities.

A Proofs

Lemma 5 If Assumption 1 holds and rD = 0, a welfare-maximizing regulator bails out a

defaulting bank regardless of the bank’s portfolio {xi} and capital structure choice e.

Proof: Since rD = 0, the required bailout for a defaulting bank (D0 > A0 (1 + rsA)) is

Bs = D0 − A0 (1 + rsA)

= A0 (−e− rsA) ,
(25)

where the second line follows from D0 = A0 (1− e). A bailout is welfare-enhancing if

distress costs outweigh taxation costs, i.e., if

αA0 (1 + rsA) ≥ τA0 (−e− rsA) . (26)

This condition holds for all e and all portfolio choices if it holds for e = 0 and rsA being set to
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the worst possible loan portfolio realization, i.e., rsA = mini,s r
s
i = mini,sCs (i)−1 = C−1.

A.1 Proof of Lemma 1

Proof: Let rsi denote the return on asset i in state s. To obtain marginal valuations we

consider an ε-perturbation of the bank’s asset portfolio such that state-dependent returns

on assets are given by

rsA (ε) = εrsi + (1− ε) rsA. (27)

Banks maximize their equity value and thus require that asset i is priced such that a

marginal perturbation keeps the expected return on equity unchanged. For a bank with

portfolio x defaulting in states ΣB (x), the expected return on equity given the perturbation

is given by:

r̄E (ε) = E
[
εrsi + (1− ε) rsA

e

∣∣∣∣Σ{
B (x)

] ∑
s∈Σ{

B(x)

ps − 1
∑

s∈ΣB(x)

ps. (28)

Imposing that dE[r̄E(ε)]
dε
|ε=0 = 0 then implies that the bank is willing to purchase

a marginal unit of asset i as long as the return on asset i in the high state satisfies

E
[
rsi |Σ{

B (x)
]

= E
[
rsA|Σ{

B (x)
]
, or 1+E

[
rsi |Σ{

B (x)
]
≡ E[CF s(i)|Σ{

B(x)]
PVB( i|x)

= 1+E
[
rsA|Σ{

B (x)
]
.

Solving the second equality for PVB (i|x) results in 15.

A.2 Proof of Proposition 1

Proof: First, note that bank shareholder value maximization is akin to maximizing pay-

ments to all security holders. This is because debt holders obtain a fixed amount regardless.

For a portfolio strategy x (j) and leverage e, the contribution of borrower i to cash flows

for all bank security holders (equity and debt) is given by the present value of loan repay-

ments and the contribution of borrower i to the present value of bailout payments, given

that a fraction 1− e of the project is financed by insured depositors who are bailed out in

states ΣB (x (j)), i.e.,

E (min {Cs(i)− 1, y (i)}) +
∑

s∈ΣB(x(j))

ps [1− e− Cs (i)] . (29)
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Since y (i) is taken as given, portfolio and leverage optimization, x (j) and e, only affect

the second term.

Optimum leverage Part I: We first determine the optimum leverage e conditional on

x (j). Since feasible values of e satisfy e ≥ emin, the value of
∑

s∈ΣB(x(j))

ps [1− e− Cs (i)]

is strictly smaller than
∑

s∈ΣB(x(j))

ps [1− emin − Cs (i)] as long as ΣB (x (j)) is non-empty.

Therefore for any portfolio strategy x (j) such that ΣB (x (j)) 6= ∅, e = emin is strictly

optimal (and otherwise weakly optimal). This completes the proof for the first part of

statement 2). Let us therefore now assume that e = emin.

Optimum portfolio characteristics: For any bank portfolio ΣB (x (j)) 6= Σ (i, emin) the

following relation holds∑
s∈ΣB(x(j))

ps [1− emin − Cs (i)] <
∑
s

ps max {1− emin − Cs (i) , 0}

=
∑

s∈Σ(i,emin)

ps [1− emin − Cs (i)]

This follows from the fact if Cs (i) ≷ 1 − e and bank j defaults in state s, then the

contribution to the bailout guarantee in state s is negative (positive), i.e., borrower i

reduces (increases) the subsidy by tax payers. Thus, only for a bank portfolio strategy

x (j) such that ΣB (x (j)) = Σ (i, emin), borrower i will contribute positively to the financing

subsidy in all possible states (and negatively in no states). Profit maximization then

implies statements 3) and 1) of the Proposition.

Optimum leverage Part II: We have already proved that e = emin is strictly optimal for

Σ (i, emin) nonempty. Now suppose Σ (i, emin) = ∅, then the value of the bailout guarantee

satisfies:
∑

s∈Σ(i,emin)

ps [1− emin − Cs (i)] = 0. Now suppose that for this borrower the face

value is set such that
∑
ps

min{Cs(i),y(i)}−1
e

> 0, and hence r̄E > 0. Clearly, a bank can

increase its expected return on equity as long as e > emin. Therefore, e = emin if r̄E > 0. If

yields are set such that
∑
ps [min {Cs(i)− 1, y (i)}] = 0, then a bank is indifferent among

leverage choices. This completes the second part of statement 2).
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